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Abstract  Plant breeding is one way to confront the challenge of bridging the widening gap between the demand and 
supply of food. Despite the importance, however, plant breeding has its own negative side effects. The replacement of 
landraces with a few genetically uniform varieties depletes genetic diversity and provides ideal conditions for diseases and 
insect pests that called genetic vulnerability. The increasingly growing human population and the subsequently rising de-
mands for more food, on the one hand, and the success of such efforts like the “Green Revolution” from adoption of ge-
netically uniform varieties in many parts of the world, on the other, are the main driving force towards this narrow genetic 
base. It is, therefore, important to understand the phenomena and plan to minimize the risks from genetic vulnerability. Under 
marginal conditions where resource-poor farmers dominate, the current plant breeding strategies, variety release, registration 
and certification procedures leading to genetic uniformity should be reconsidered and some level of genetic diversity should 
deliberately be maintained in variety development programs. Genetic diversity can be introduced at different levels and in 
different ways which may include intra-varietal, inter-varietal, inter-parental and inter-specific diversities. Breeding for 
specific adaptation instead of wide adaptation, systematic spatial and temporal gene deployment, use of inter-specific varietal 
mixtures and integration of horizontal and vertical resistances have been suggested as solutions. 
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1. Introduction 
Crop production plays a decisive role in world food supply 

to feed the alarmingly growing population (Borlaug, 2000). 
Nevertheless, the productivity of crop plants has usually 
been low as compared to the expectations. The important 
ways of bridging the gap between the actual and the expected 
productivity include genetic manipulation of the crops and 
the growing environment with the use of proper crop man-
agement and protection practices, which involve the use of 
high levels of agro-chemicals. 

The inception of modern plant breeding in its advanced 
form may date back to the mid-1990’s (Smolders, 2006). As 
a result of the efforts made hitherto, a number of improved 
varieties responsive to cultural and crop management prac-
tices have been generated and released to producers. The 
genetic advances in such varieties have resulted in tremen-
dous crop productivity increase over the last many decades at 
least in potential areas. For instance, 50% of the cereals yield 
gain in the United States of America is attributed to genetic  
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improvement (Rubenstein et al., 2005). The father of the 
“Green Revolution” and a Nobel Peace Prize winner in 1970, 
the late Dr Norman Borlaug, repeatedly underlined and 
mathematically demonstrated that, had it not been for the 
scientific advancements during the last half of the century 
and a more fundamental level of achievements from the 
Green Revolution, life would have almost been impossible 
with the current level of population growth and the associ-
ated land scarcity (Borlaug, 2000; 2002). 

Traditional crop production is generally characterized by 
genetic diversity within (and between) the crop species 
(Broerse and Visser, 1996; de Boef et al., 1996). Genetic 
diversity within a particular species, i.e. the level of differ-
ences among the individuals within a species for inherited 
attributes, can be continuously denuded by selective breed-
ing, environmental adaptation and species extinction 
(Wagoner, 2004), but the concern here is denudation of 
diversity by selective breeding as an undesirable side effect 
of scientific advancement. As early as the 1840’s, it had 
become clear that modern plant breeding, though indis-
pensably important, is also not immune of some undesirable 
consequences (Rubenstein et al., 2005; Smolders, 2006). The 
replacement of local landraces with improved varieties of 
narrow genetic base has resulted in genetic erosion and rapid 
reduction in genetic diversity (Ford-Lioyd and Jackson, 1986; 
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Rubenstein et al., 2005; Smolders, 2006). The subsequent 
result in genetic uniformity, in turn, led to what is known as 
genetic vulnerability (Marshall, 1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 
1977; Agrios, 1978; Simmonds, 1979). Genetic vulnerability 
may be defined as the susceptibility of most of the cultivated 
varieties of a crop species to biotic (diseases and insect pests) 
and abiotic (adverse climatic changes) stresses due to simi-
larities in their genotypes (Singh, 2002). Beyond doubt, 
relying on a narrow genetic base, at least as a partially es-
sential prerequisite, will make the crops vulnerable to the 
stresses particularly to harmful diseases epidemics (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et 
al., 1996; Sharma, 2001; Rubenstein et al., 2005; Smolders, 
2006). Recent studies showed that the breeding of crop cul-
tivars is still narrowing down the genetic base in many crops 
(Hiromoto and Vello, 1986; Lebot, 1992; Witcombe and 
Hash, 2000; Chung and Singh, 2008) even though some 
argue that plant breeding did not result in denudation of 
genetic diversity in some crops (Huang et al., 1996; Donini et 
al., 2000; Bowman et al., 2003; de Wouw et al., 2010). 

Global agriculture is at a cross road as world population is 
expected to increase to 8.3 billion by 2025 and further ex-
pansion of the area cultivated is no more possible as culti-
vable land cannot be indefinitely increased (Borlaug, 2000). 
Farmers may attempt to improve their farming condition but 
it is now generally accepted that the farmer’s own innovative 
capacity can lead only to a minor improvement over the 
current practices and more fundamental change can occur 
only if farmers are supported with formal science-based 
knowledge (Bunters et al., 1996). As the number of popula-
tion is increasing, we cannot depend only on the traditional 
practices and future gains in food production have to come 
from intensification of the traditional practices, which in-
volves the replacement of the landraces by improved varie-
ties (Bunders et al., 1996; Borlaug, 2000). The replacement 
of local landraces with improved varieties of narrow genetic 
base, in turn, may lead to genetic vulnerability (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Agrios, 1978; Simmonds, 
1979; de Boef et al., 1996; Sharma, 2001; Rubenstein et al., 
2005; Smolders, 2006). Is there any way out to compromise 
these contradictory phenomena for sustainable development 
in the future? We reviewed here in this paper the main causes 
and the mechanism of genetic vulnerability and suggested 
ways out of the associated problems. 

2. History and Consequences of Genetic 
Vulnerability 

The problem of pushing crop varieties to a state of extreme 
uniformity vis-à-vis the importance of maintaining some 
level of genetic diversity within a crop species against the 
occurrence of diseases, insect pests and climatic fluctuation 
was not realized when modern plant breeding began (de Boef 
et al., 1996). It was later proved from the analysis of the 
causal basis of some devastating effects like the Irish Potato 

Famine in the 1840s that relying on genetically uniform crop 
varieties with narrow genetic base leads to genetic vulner-
ability (Marshall, 1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Agrios, 
1978; Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et al., 1996) as risks of that 
scale were virtually uncommon when hundreds of the tradi-
tional varieties with broad genetic base were still been grown 
(Simmonds, 1979). 

Historically, there are many horrifying examples of the 
devastating effects of relying on such narrow genetic bases. 
Most of the losses are historically more associated with 
pathogens than they are with insect pests as the latter have 
less chance of mutation as compared to the former (Singh, 
2002). The Irish Potato Famine resulted from the widespread 
of genetically uniform clone (of a single variety called 
Lumpers) and the outbreak of potato late blight (Phy-
tophthora infestans) caused 80% yield reduction (Zadoks and 
Schein, 1979). As a result, millions of Irish people starved to 
death and other two million emigrated (Agrios, 1978; Rus-
sell, 1978; Nyvall, 1979; Zadoks and Schein, 1979). Similar 
drawbacks of uniform varieties were also evident from re-
peated devastations particularly in the USA where geneti-
cally uniform varieties have been continuously applied in 
production. The wheat stem rust (Puccinia graminis) which 
devastated wheat fields in 1917, the elimination of all oats 
derived from the variety Victoria by Victoria blight (Coch-
liobolus victoriae) in the mid 1940s and the southern corn 
blight (Helminthosporium maydis) resulted in crop loss 
estimated to 15% yield reduction in corn (Rubenstein et al., 
2005) or in a loss of one billion USD (Agrios, 1978) in the 
early 1970s could be mentioned as a few examples. A 
number of other examples are also available from Asian 
countries (Safeeulla, 1977) like the great Bengal famine in 
India in 1943 due a devastative disease (Cochliobolus miy-
abeanus) to rice (Asfaw, 2004). An excellent example of 
devastation of that scale by insect pests was encountered 
over a century ago in France when grapevine was totally 
wiped out by attacks on root stocks of Phylloxera vertifoliae 
until a resistant cultivar was introduced from the USA (Singh, 
2002). 

3. Causes of Genetic Vulnerability 
Narrow Genetic Base of Crop Varieties 

Narrow genetic base of the cultivated varieties is consid-
ered as the direct cause of genetic vulnerability (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Agrios, 1978; Simmonds, 
1979; de Boef et al., 1996; Rubenstein et al., 2005; Smolders, 
2006). Normally, natural populations may suffer from 
natural calamities but they are still genetically more flexible 
to adapt themselves or to evolve with the calamities while 
commercial cultivars are genetically uniform that their 
population is inflexible enough to do so (Simmonds, 1979; 
de Boef et al., 1996). Natural population has either low 
genotype by environment interaction, enabling it to perform 
under both stressful and optimal conditions or, in a mixed 
population, genotype substitution may occur, such that 
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plants which fail to produce under one set of conditions yield 
well under different conditions (de Boef et al., 1996). It 
could be assumed that, in natural population, the resistant 
individual to the existing race of the pathogen, whatever it is, 
produces more progeny than the susceptible individual be-
cause of the relative reproductive advantages. Each cycle of 
generation advancement to the next progeny may, therefore, 
result in further genetic improvement and adaptation. In a 
genetically uniform population, however, no individual can 
have a relative reproductive advantage over the other as they 
all are identical and no genetic change is expected as far as 
there is no mutational change in race of the pathogen, the 
environment and/or the host itself. 

The production of hybrids by crossing inbred lines with a 
high degree of genetic uniformity has reduced the genetic 
diversity as compared to the open-pollinated varieties in 
crops like maize (Simmonds, 1979). Moreover, several 
high-yielding and diseases resistant varieties are continually 
developed by crossing and re-crossing with the already 
adapted standard varieties and these practices substantially 
reduce the genetic bases of the cultivars (Marshall, 1977).  

Crop production characterized by genetic diversity is 
normally stable as compared to those characterized by ge-
netic uniformity (Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et al., 1996) for a 
number of reasons. First, it would be difficult for the 
pathogen to evolve matching genes for large number of 
resistance genes existing in genetically heterogeneous 
genotypes as it does for homogeneous genotypes (Simmonds, 
1979; Sharma, 2001). That is, the more the number of re-
sistance genes in the host, the less likely the pathogen is to 
match all resistance genes at a time (Sharma, 2001). Sec-
ondly, it may be assumed that mixture cultivars may be 
characterized by more efficient use of growth resources 
(Willey, 1979) due to either spatial or temporal comple-
mentarities. Spatial and temporal complementarities may 
occur when the associated crops make efficient use of re-
sources over space and time. Thirdly, the buffering effects of 
the components of a mixed cultivar reduce risks from stress 
(Amare, 1996; Dereje, 1999; Kemal, 2002) as all compo-
nents of a mixed cultivar may not become susceptible to a 
given stress at a time (de Boef et al., 1996). Fourthly, when 
one component of a mixed cultivar becomes susceptible to a 
given stress, there may be a partial or full compensation by 
the other components because more resources would be 
available for compensatory growth by the latter. Fifthly, the 
reproductive advantage of the components of a mixed cul-
tivar that resisted a given stress may result in more number of 
them in consecutive generations and each cycle of generation 
advancement to the next progeny may, therefore, result in 
further adaptation. Six, sometimes there may be mutual 
environmental modification conducive for the component 
crops as in faba bean and field pea mixed culture, an in-
digenous practice in Ethiopia, where faba bean provides a 
physical support to field pea thereby facilitate aeration that 
reduce foliar diseases while field pea, in turn, suppresses 
weeds for faba bean (Amare, 1996). The situation could be 
illustrated with simplified hypothetical scenarios demon-

strating the comparative advantages of intra-specific or in-
ter-specific varietal mixtures over their sole components. For 
three intra-specific or inter-specific varietal mixtures, for 
instance, a number of possible scenarios maybe expected in 
the presence or absence of a stress as shown in Figure 1. 
Widespread of Dominant Varieties 

Narrow genetic base of the cultivated varieties when it is 
alone may not always cause genetic vulnerability (Ruben-
stein et al., 2005). The problem is aggravated by the wide-
spread use of one or a few genetically uniform varieties over 
a large hectarage (spatial dominance), which is considered 
the other prerequisite for the widespread of disease and in-
sect pests as it provides ideal condition and creates vulner-
ability (Simmonds, 1979; Sharma, 2001; Rubenstein et al., 
2005; Smolders, 2006). It is misleading that uniform varie-
ties with narrow genetic base may succeed for the first year 
or two following release, become established on large hec-
tarage and then may experience some serious loss such as 
unexpected disease epidemics. The continuous production of 
a single variety of the same crop year after year (use of 
monocultivar) will also facilitate diseases epidemics par-
ticularly when host plant resistance is defeated by the coun-
teractive mutation of disease pests and pathogens (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Agrios, 1978; Simmonds, 
1979; de Boef et al., 1996; Rubenstein et al., 2005; Smolders, 
2006). 
Failure of Vertical Resistance 

Varietal resistance may fail in a shorter period than it takes 
for the development of a new variety (Rubenstein et al., 
2005). Failure of vertical resistance is considered as another 
causes of genetic vulnerability connected with a narrow 
genetic base. Vertical resistance is believed to be effected by 
a single or a few genes (monogenic or oligogenic) as op-
posed to horizontal resistance which is controlled by many 
genes (polygenic). It is, therefore, highly specific and liable 
to changes in races of pathogens (Marshall, 1977; Simmonds, 
1979). It is easier for a pathogen or an insect pest to over-
come vertical resistance as it is a matter of defeating a single 
or a few genes of the host through the counteractive genera-
tion of the corresponding virulent genes through mutation 
(Marshall, 1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Agrios, 1978; 
Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et al., 1996; Rubenstein et al., 
2005; Smolders, 2006). 
Inadvertent Breeding for Susceptibility 

Inadvertent breeding for susceptibility followed by the 
exposure to infection of a variety not known in advance may 
also result in susceptibility to unforeseen diseases (Sim-
monds, 1979). One good case of inadvertent breeding for 
susceptibility was encountered in 1970s with the release of a 
new corn genotype (Texas male sterile, TMS) in the USA. 
Hybrids that contained this new characteristic had many 
desirable properties including resistance to the most common 
corn diseases. However, they were not resistant to a previ-
ously unimportant strain of a fungal disease, the southern 
corn leaf blight (Helminthosporium maydis). Ninety percent 
of the corn sown in the US in 1970 contained the TMS trait 
and also shared genetic susceptibility to this pathogen. The 
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fungus encountered all this acreage of susceptible host and 
wiped out one fourth of the US corn crop in 1970, a loss of 
over one billion dollars in production! If the corn acreage 
hadn't been such a monoculture, the fungus wouldn't have 
been able to spread as rapidly, as it would have encountered 
barriers of genetically resistant cultivars. 

4. Mechanism of Genetic Vulnerability 
The mechanism of genetic vulnerability may be explained 

in terms of the so called “the gene-for-gene theory”. This 
theory, postulated over five decades ago, states that “for 
every resistance gene present in the host, the pathogen has a 
gene for virulence” (Flor, 1971). Susceptible reaction would 
result only when the pathogen is able to match (matching 
interaction) all the resistance genes present in the host with 
the corresponding virulence genes and, if one or more of the 
resistance genes is unmatched (non-matching interaction), 

resistance reaction would result (Simmonds, 1979).  
At molecular level, resistance is considered as the exis-

tence of specific interaction between the products of genes 
governing host resistance (proteins like chitinases and glu-
canases) and those conditioning pathogenecity (Higgins et 
al., 1998). The alleles for resistance in the host and those of 
avirulence in the pathogen produce specific compounds 
which recognize each other and interact to produce resis-
tance response in the host. If products of the alleles from the 
two sources do not recognize each other and there is lack of 
interaction between the products of the genes for resistance 
and pathogencity susceptible reaction results in the host 
(Singh, 2002). Nevertheless, the available information is not 
sufficient for exhaustive explanation of the mechanism of 
genetic vulnerability as there are a number of deviations and 
specialties. For instance, vertical and horizontal resistances 
were found to be conditioned with the same set of genes 
depending on the difference in positions of the genes and 
their products in the metabolic pathway (Anderson, 1974). 

 

 
Figure 1.  Hypothetical scenarios showing possibilities for comparative advantages of growing mixed (A + B + C) or a multiline as compared to its sole 
components (A, B or C) when different components possibly become susceptible to the stress under consideration (YR = yield reduction)  

 
(A). Scenario 1- No stress and full yields of all A, B and C in both  
     mixed and sole cultivars 

 

 
(B). Scenario 2- Variety A becoming susceptible to stress and  
     B and C compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

 
(C). Scenario 3- Variety B becoming susceptible to stress and  
     A and C compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

(D). Scenario 4- Variety C becoming susceptible to stress and  
     A and B compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

(E). Scenario 5- Varieties A and B simultaneously becoming susceptible to  
     stress and C at least partially compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

 
(F). Scenario 6- Varieties A and C simultaneously becoming susceptible to   
     stress and B at least partially compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

(G). Scenario 7- Varieties B and C simultaneously becoming susceptible to   
     stress and A at least partially compensating in the mixed cultivar 

 

(H). Scenario 8- All varieties (A + B + C) simultaneously becoming susceptible to   
     stress and A at least partially compensating in the mixed cultivar 
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5. Genetic Vulnerability as an Issue of 
Potential Concern in Africa 

There are no full-fledged reports that sufficiently demon-
strate the magnitude of genetic vulnerability encountered as 
a result of the use of modern crop cultivars in Africa. More 
concerns are rather raised against the replacement of land-
races with improved varieties as a major cause of genetic 
erosion. A report by FAO (1996), for instance, warns losses 
of valuable crop germplasm in many countries of the world 
including Ethiopia in Africa, where native barley is stated 
suffering serious genetic erosion and durum wheat being lost 
due to the replacement of landraces with improved varieties. 

It is obvious that improved cultivars of most of the crops 
are not yet sufficiently put under production (Borlaug, 2000; 
Rubenstein et al., 2005) and efforts like the Green Revolu-
tion did not replicate in parts of Africa partially because the 
agrochemical required along with the new varieties for soil 
fertility amendment and crop protection was unaffordable for 
the resource-poor farmers (Singh, 2000). Despite the least 
application of modern crop varieties, however, examples of 
genetic vulnerability might still be non-existent from the 
African experiences. One good example of genetic vulner-
ability due to use of narrow genetic base in Africa is the 
failure of hybrid maize as compared to traditional cultivars in 
Zimbabwe in response to dry years in the mid 1980’s 
(Reijntjes et al., 1992). The production of rapeseed, a recent 
introduction to the state farms in Ethiopia, was totally 
abandoned due to outbreaks of blackleg (Leptosphaeria 
maculans) disease at epidemic level (Yitbarek, 1992). Fail-
ures of some crop varieties like in maize and wheat imme-
diately after release due to their susceptibility to the major 
diseases have already been encountered in crops like maize 
and wheat in Ethiopia and, as a result, a number of them have 
shortly been put obsolete (Gemechu and Adugna, 2004). 

There are sufficient technical and socio-economic reasons 
that force Africa to move towards technological break-
through and modernization of agricultural production. 
Technically, plant breeding as a science seems to evolve 
towards genetic uniformity. The current technical innova-
tions in breeding procedures like plant tissue and pollen 
cultures, for instance, aid the efficient development of ge-
netically uniform cultivars (Snape, 1989; Zhang, 1989). 
Breeding, variety registration and seed certification proce-
dures in the tropics are influenced by experiences from 
breeding in temperate areas (Banziger et al., 1998; Gemechu 
and Adugna, 2004) as there are less technical options to 
improve productivity by simultaneously encouraging the 
maintenance of genetic diversity in improved crop cultivars. 
Africa is also one of the continents benefiting from the cen-
tralized breeding efforts by the Consultative Group on In-
ternational Agricultural Research (CGIAR), which mostly 
are developing uniform varieties with broad adaptation. 

There are also high socio-economic ambitions to develop 
science-based agricultural production in Africa. First, agri-
cultural development is not only a matter of food self- suf-

ficiency and security but the sector is also considered by the 
governments as a leading economic sector for a rapid in-
dustrialization. Secondly, the number of population has 
continued to grow at an alarming rate and there is no reason 
that the increasing demand for food cannot force African 
countries to adopt and produce the best-performing cultivars 
over extensive geographic regions. Many countries inspire to 
mechanize crop production and this will definitely result in 
an ever-increasing replacement of old cultivars with newly 
developed uniform cultivars. Thirdly, varietal uniformity 
offers substantial economic advantages to growers, proces-
sors, packers and consumers in developed countries. It 
should not be overlooked that many African countries de-
pend on the developed nations as a market place for their 
agricultural commodities (Smolders, 2006). Here, uniform-
ity is economically valuable, as consumers pay premium 
price for uniform and high quality produce and hence farm-
ers need to grow a few varieties that assure them high cash 
returns. 

As plant breeders need to meet the national demands 
based on genetic uniformity, there is little doubt that the 
continued replacement of traditional landraces with a few 
genetically uniform varieties reduces the risk averting ge-
netic diversity of the landraces, promote uniformity and 
leads to genetic vulnerability (de Boef et al., 1996). It is also 
simple to imagine that problems associated with genetic 
vulnerability, once happened in Africa at that scale, will have 
more severe consequences due to both biophysical and 
socio-economic reasons. First, production is highly marginal 
due to the fragile conditions where environmental degrada-
tion is maximal. Secondly, causes of genetic vulnerability 
like diseases and insect pests are more severe in tropical and 
subtropical regions in general and Africa in particular be-
cause of relatively more conducive conditions like higher 
temperature and relative humidity. Thirdly, the economic 
potentials of the most majority resource-poor farmers in 
Africa neither permits them to shoulder the risk nor to use 
purchased inputs like chemicals that confer crop protection. 

6. Do Modern Molecular Approaches 
Solve the Problem? 

Conventional breeding will continue to have a valuable 
role in providing resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses. 
Nevertheless, it appears that in some systems there will 
continue to be barriers to achieving resistance using this 
approach (Edwards and Singh, 2006). Molecular tools give 
us an opportunity to develop genotypes that carry resistance 
genes (Ranjekar et al., 2003) and these tools have been util-
ized in DNA fingerprinting for identification of cultivars, 
marker assisted selection and, to a limited level, for genetic 
modification in breeding for resistance (Ranjekar et al., 2003; 
Acosta-Gallegos et al., 2008). Problems associated with the 
need for long backcrossing cycles, gene pyramiding and the 
difficulties of crossing heterozygous clonally propagated 
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crops with the conventional breeding method have already 
been resolved with the use of modern biotechnological tools 
(Higgins et al., 1998; Witcombe and Hash, 2000). 

The identification of desired genes in related and unrelated 
species and efficiently incorporate these genes into the cul-
tivars of interest (Poehlmand and Sleper, 1996) and a few 
resistance (R) and avirulence (avr) gene products have al-
ready been identified based on sequence comparisons (Hig-
gins, et al., 1998). Not only identification of desired genes 
but also their transfer of these genes between related species 
is at least considered a modest possibility with the use of 
molecular tools (Humphreys, 2003). Practical examples for 
advanced-level use of biotechnology for breeding pest re-
sistant varieties include the transfer of gene for insect resis-
tance (cry gene) from a soil-borne bacteria (Bacillus thur-
ingiensis) into the cultivated crops like cotton, maize, potato 
and soybean (Bowman et al., 2003). A case of successful 
transfer of a gene for tobacco mosaic virus resistance to 
tomato has also been reported (Higgins et al., 1998). There 
are a number of such examples but, despite the importance of 
biotechnological tools in facilitating genetic recombination 
and broadening genetic bases of newly developed cultivars, 
concerns about the problem of genetic uniformity and ero-
sion of biodiversity may remain unresolved due to the use of 
techniques like cloning and tissue culture which produce 
almost perfectly identical copies. 

7. Remedial Measures against Genetic 
Vulnerability 

New plant breeding techniques in general lead towards 
high yield based on narrow genetic bases of various crops. It 
is not only the ambitions of research and development 
stakeholders but farmers’ preference is also a driving force 
behind the replacement of landraces with genetically uni-
form varieties. As farming is getting competitive and com-
petitive, no farmer can afford not to grow the best and 
highest yielding cultivars available to him (Rubenstein et al., 
2005). The widespread use of one or a few genetically uni-
form varieties over large areas of land seems to be inevitable, 
which provides ideal conditions for diseases, insect pests and 
other natural disasters (Marshall, 1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 
1977; Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et al., 1996). As mentioned 
above, the risk of such technological hazards, once happened, 
will be very severe particularly to resource-poor farmers in 
marginal areas where not only environmental fluctuations 
are great but also the economic potential of the farmers is 
unlikely to permit the use of purchased inputs like chemicals 
that confer crop protection. Genetic diversity declines with 
the reduction in total number of varieties being grown, in-
creased concentration of area planted to a few favored va-
rieties, or reduction in genetic distance between these varie-
ties (Rubenstein et al., 2005). Therefore, the effect of genetic 
vulnerability should be minimized by application of proper 
breeding methods and by the systematic gene deployment. 

Breeding for Specific Adaptation 
There is no doubt that reasonable yields with fewer risks 

are preferable than high yields with high risks to the re-
source-poor farmers living under highly vulnerable condi-
tion and risk aversion, rather than yield maximization, must 
be the top priority. In such areas a process in which cultivars 
are adapted to fit the environment instead of the environment 
being altered to fit the cultivars is crucial for the develop-
ment of sustainable agriculture (Coffman and Smith, 1991). 
In the marginal areas where problems of diseases, insects and 
environmental fluctuations and risks are great, specific ad-
aptation to local circumstances, rather than broad adaptation, 
ensures varieties that are more closely situated to the 
physical environment, producer’s needs and enhance genetic 
diversity in a given area (de Boef et al., 1996; Ceccarelli et 
al., 2004). The former assumption that breeding for potential 
areas would also result in better yields under marginal con-
ditions was proved not to be valid for truly marginal envi-
ronments (Ceccarelli, 1989) and, beyond doubt, we need 
separate breeding programs for the marginal and the poten-
tial areas. Specific adaptation to local circumstances, rather 
than broad adaptation, ensures varieties that are more closely 
situated to the producer’s needs and enhance genetic diver-
sity in a given area (de Boef et al., 1996). It is also obvious 
that the availability of alternate varieties enables to replace 
old varieties in case of any failure.  

The habit of pushing varieties for release under marginal 
situations to a state of extreme uniformity by modern plant 
breeding has been criticized by several authors (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et 
al., 1996). Under such situations, it is rather believed that 
uniformity is not biologically necessary or even desired but 
diversity can, at least sometimes, enhance performance and 
stability (Simmonds, 1979). Traits of interest to the re-
source-poor farmers in the marginal areas include yield 
stability, resistance to diseases, insects and abiotic calamities 
and low dependence on external inputs (de Boef et al., 1996). 
Farmers achieve these by deliberately creating genetic di-
versity at intra-varietal and/or interspecific levels (Weltzien 
and Fischbeck, 1990; Broerse and Visser, 1996; de Boef et 
al., 1996). Breeding activities to address this group of farm-
ers should, therefore, build on farmers’ practices to com-
plement them and not to substitute their practices (Bunders et 
al., 1996). The physical environment and price ratios be-
tween external inputs and farm outputs do not allow the use 
of large quantities of purchased inputs, especially agro- 
chemicals in large parts of the tropics and sub-tropics (de 
Boef et al., 1996). 
Systematic Gene Deployment 

The objective of crop production in the potential areas 
may be to increase production and productivity through the 
use of yield-increasing technologies like high-yielding va-
rieties and agro-chemicals (de Boef et al., 1996). Genetic 
diversity can still be maintained through systematic gene 
deployment under potential conditions in different ways 
without hampering the need for mechanization to reduce the 
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risk of genetic vulnerability. Some authors advise that we 
should increase the choice of germplasm available to farmers 
rather than to secure the adoption of a single or a few varie-
ties over large areas (Simmonds, 1979; de Boef et al., 1996). 
The cultivation of closely situated fields into varieties with 
different resistance gene (spatial gene deployment) may 
diffuse the effects of diseases and insect pests (Marshall, 
1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; Ruben-
stein et al., 2005). Similarly, different varieties with different 
vertical resistance genes may be used in alternate years 
(temporal gene deployment) so that the evolution of the 
pathogen will be disturbed (Rubenstein et al., 2005). There 
are also a few evidence that when regions perpendicular to 
the direction of the wind are planted with alternative varie-
ties with different genetic background (spatial gene de-
ployment), each variety may act as a sieve for the pathotype 
virulent on the succeeding ones (Simmonds, 1979). However, 
the movement of pathogen in a definite pathway is not 
common (Sharma, 2001). 
Maintaining Broad Genetic Base in Varieties 

Several authors suggested that emphasis should be given 
to the maintenance of diversity in some planned fashion 
(Marshall, 1977; Wolfe and Barrett, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; 
de Boef et al., 1996). A wide range of breeding strategies 
may be employed to maintain variability within crop culti-
vars and minimize the consequent risks of genetic vulner-
ability. Variability may be maintained by stopping purifica-
tion while there is still some residual heterogeneity left or by 
mixing late generation lines selected after homogeneity 
(Simmonds, 1979). Varieties developed through mass se-
lection would also have considerable genetic variation be-
cause several similar looking plants which are variable for 
quantitative traits are selected and bulked (Singh, 2002). For 
instance, the development of synthetic varieties has been 
effective for increasing yield and stability in faba bean (Vicia 
faba L.) because heterozygosity is enhanced while at the 
same time the dangers of genetic vulnerability from varietal 
uniformity is reduced (Suso et al., 2005). A work in Kenya 
clearly showed that deliberately maintaining some level of 
variation in varieties turned out to be an important prerequi-
site of high grain yield in sorghum grown under drought 
stress (Haussmann et al., 2000). 

The use of multiline varieties, i.e. mixtures of several 
similar pure lines having different genes for disease and 
insect pest resistance, in self-pollinated crops, may be ex-
pected to tolerate diseases and insect pests attacks better than 
their pure components (Marshal, 1977; Rajaram and Dubin, 
1977; Trenbath, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; Zadoks and Schein, 
1979; Welish, 1981). Mixtures with appropriate resistance 
genes could also help to reduce severities of multiple 
pathogens (Cox et al., 2004). 

It should be born in mind during the constitution of mul-
tilines that plants morphologically look alike can be quite 
different genetically and the reverse may also be true (de 
Boef et al., 1996). Successful examples of multiline varieties 
were reported from different countries (Frey et al., 1977; 
Rajaram and Dubin, 1977; Simmonds, 1979; Frey, 1982) and 

the use of multiline varieties enabled pathogen-determined 
modification through withdrawal of susceptible components 
and replacement with new resistant lines (Wolfe and Barrett, 
1977). 

The dangers of genetic uniformity can also largely be 
avoided if plant breeders use different sources of genes (in-
ter-parental diversity) in their breeding material and it would 
certainly be dangerous to rely too much on any one indi-
vidual source of resistance (Russel, 1978). There are also 
speculations that crosses between parents with high in-
ter-parental divergence would not only be more responsive 
to improvement since they are likely to produce higher het-
erosis and desirable genetic recombination and segregation 
in their progenies (Wallace and Yan, 1998; Chahal and Gosal, 
2002) but also help to develop varieties with broad genetic 
base (Russel, 1978; Chandel and Joshi, 1983) that are not 
liable to genetic vulnerability (Chandel and Joshi, 1983). 
There is a possibility that, like many other traits including 
grain yield, heterosis maybe manifested through diseases and 
insect pest resistance (Singh, 2002).  

The concept of maintaining some level of genetic diversity 
in varieties is getting little acceptance in many developing 
countries including that of Africa but attempts have already 
been started to breed in greater diversity in corn and wheat in 
the USA since the 1970s (Rubenstein et al., 2005). Recent 
assessments in cotton also showed a significant reduction in 
levels of genetic uniformity as a result of the decline in 
proportion of area planted to popular cultivars and buffering 
with the releases of alternative cultivars by increasing 
number of seed companies using different genetic back-
grounds (Van Esbroeck et al., 1998; Bowman et al., 2003). 
Use of Inter-specific Varietal Mixtures 

Farmers, particularly in the tropics and sub-tropics, have 
been employing inter-specific varietal mixtures not only as a 
yield maximization and diversification but also as risk aver-
sion strategies since time immemorial (Weltzien and Fis-
chbeck, 1990; Broerse and Visser, 1996; de Boef et al., 1996). 
A number of later scientific investigations proved that the 
use of inter-specific diversity in crop cultivars reduced dis-
ease damage both on main and intercrops (Trenbath, 1977; 
Beets, 1982). Experiences from Ethiopia showed that mixing 
faba bean with field pea (Pisum sativum L.) (Amare, 1996; 
Dereje, 1999) and maize with haricot bean and sweet potato 
(Asefa and Tewabech, 1993; Asefa, 1997; Asefa, 1998) 
slowed down the rate of diseases development and resulted 
in higher yields of mixed crops as compared to the corre-
sponding sole cultures. 

Although it is generally believed that inter-specific diver-
sity helps the components escape failure by reducing vul-
nerability to specific diseases, insect pests and climatic 
stresses (de Boef et al., 1996), it was observed in practice that 
increasing inter-specific diversity may enhance instead of 
reducing diseases and insect pest problems in that each spe-
cies will bring with it additional pests (Marshall, 1977; 
Willey, 1979). It is, therefore, advisable to define a mutually 
beneficial set of crop species (Marshall, 1977). An experi-
ence with the performances of released varieties of faba bean 
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and field pea varieties under sole and mixed cultures in 
Ethiopia showed that the incidence of chocolate spot (Bo-
trytis fabae) was rather consistently higher in all varieties of 
faba bean under mixed cultures than the sole ones while, 
contrarily, the incidence of Ascochyta blight (Mycosphae-
rella pinodes) in field pea was consistently lower in all va-
rieties of field pea under mixed cultures than the sole ones. 
As faba bean has inherently an erect stature with better air 
circulation when mono cropped, the inclusion of field pea as 
an intercrop could definitely create overcrowding beneath 
the canopy and then reduce free air circulation, create more 
humid condition as expected and exacerbate the level of 
chocolate spot incidence. On the other hand, field pea is a 
prostrate crop with all or part of the biomass lying on the 
ground when mono cropped and supported more or less in an 
erect position when mixed-cropped with faba bean. There-
fore, it is logical to expect that mixed-cropping would rather 
create a relatively drier microenvironment unfavorable for 
the development of Ascochyta blight in field pea compared 
to mono cropping (Figure 2). The same study also showed 
that field pea was aggressive on faba bean maybe due to its 
climbing nature. 

 
(A)Chocolate spot in faba bean 

 
(B)Aschochyta blight in field pea 

Figure 2.  Effect of mixed-cropping of faba bean and field pea showing 
consistent aggravation of chocolate spot in faba bean (upper) and reduction 
of aschochyta blight (lower) in field pea with mixed cropping 

Integration of Horizontal and Vertical Resistances 
The comparative advantage of concentrating on horizontal 

(polygenic) resistance was realized earlier, as it is more 
durable and less liable to changes in races of pathogens as 
compared to vertical (monogenic or oligogenic) resistance 
(Marshall, 1977; Simmonds, 1979). Vertical resistance is 

known for its race specificity while horizontal resistance is 
known for non-specificity. In order to overcome the short-
comings of vertical resistance, more recently, the incorpora-
tion of vertical (monogenic) resistance with polygenic re-
sistance (Higgins et al., 1998) and pyramiding (stacking) of 
genes for vertical resistance against a number of pathogenic 
races (combining several genes for vertical resistance into a 
single genotype through a “parallel” recombination strategy) 
were suggested to counter multiple races of diseases (Hig-
gins et al., 1998; Sharma, 2001; Singh, 2002; Asfaw, 2004). 
Strengthening Local Breeding and Informal Seed System 

In marginal areas where resource-poor farmers dominate 
and environments are highly variable, the enhancement of 
local breeding should be thought as one of the best strategies 
to overcome problems associated with genetic vulnerability 
of modern crop cultivars (Smolders, 2006). Farmers have 
been breeders since time immemorial and the key feature in 
local crop development is its maintenance of genetic diver-
sity, both between and within species (de Boef et al., 1996). 
Local breeding involves the maintenance of local varieties 
(conservation through utilization), their enhancement 
(through selection and enrichment with exotic materials) and 
the seed system (production, selection, treatment, storage 
and exchange). For instance, existence of tremendous in-
tra-cultivar diversity (for panicle size, shape, compactness 
and/or seed color) could easily be observed within known 
farmers’ sorghum cultivars with the same designations but 
collected from different stopovers in northern Ethiopia 
(Figure 3). This indicates that the same cultivar might have 
intentionally or unintentionally been constituted from dif-
ferent genetic backgrounds. Farmers mostly use qualitative 
characters like morphological appearances like seed color to 
differentiate one intra-cultivar type from the others as “red 
Qatato” first from the left and “white Qatato” second from 
the left in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Partial view of intra-cultivar differences of two known farmers' 
cultivars, Qatato (upper) and Kodem (lower) showing phenotypic diversity 
in panicle size, shape, compactness and seed color 
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8. Summary and Conclusions 
Plant breeding is one way to confront the challenge of 

bridging the widening gap between the demand and supply 
of food. Despite the importance, however, plant breeding has 
its own negative side effects. The replacement of landraces 
with a few genetically uniform varieties depletes genetic 
diversity and provides ideal conditions for the pests, diseases 
and adverse climatic changes and creates genetic vulner-
ability. The increasingly growing human population and the 
subsequently rising demands for more food are the main 
driving force towards this narrow genetic base. It is, there-
fore, important to understand the phenomena and plan to 
minimize the dangers of genetic vulnerability.  

We need neither to totally avoid genetic uniformity nor to 
oscillate between genetic uniformity and diversity. We 
should decide where to put what. Where mechanization is 
possible and economically feasible in the potential produc-
tion areas, we should very systematically exploit the advan-
tages of genetic uniformity resulting from the formal 
breeding and seed production programs. In the marginal 
areas where problems of diseases, insects and environmental 
fluctuations and, hence risks are great, we should reconsider 
the current breeding strategies leading to genetic uniformity. 
Since risk aversion strategies condition farmers’ responses to 
new options, technologies and policies should confirm to and 
reinforce these strategies (Tilahun, 1995). Some level of 
genetic diversity should be deliberately maintained in variety 
development programs. Farmers should get encouraged to 
maintain, improve and enhance the locally adapted and di-
verse genetic materials with appropriate technical and policy 
supports. 
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